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kinetics or e-books. Showing 1-30 Start your review of New Functional Training for Sports Definitely an interesting insight into how best to train athletes of all sports! This is the first book of strength and conditioning I've read so I don't really have much to compare in terms of exercise effectiveness in this book, but I'll definitely relate to that
on many occasions over the next few years as I continue on my journey of becoming a strength coach. Boyle most updated programs! And as always, his simplistic, fundamental approach to fitness is simple but thoughtful because it appeals to all levels of removal. Boyle is still one of my top five strength coaches of all time along with
Mark Verstegen, Eric Cressey, Gary Cook and most recently Bret Contreras. On October 24, 2020 Sebastian said that I really liked Esta calificación es de acuerdo a la época en la que me encuentro actualmente; en su momento fue un punto de inflexión en mi aprendizaje, es un libro esencial y básico para cualquier preparador físico Oct
04, 2018 Javier said it was amazing Very good for finding the right progress between different multi-joint exercises. Also he gives his point of view based on his experience and learning by way functional exercises are preferred rather than typical exercises that can be seen in a normal gym for strength athletes. On November 29, 2018
Matías Glasner rated it amazing Excelente libro para los que quieren aprender los fundamentos del entrenamiento funcional. Escrito por un tipo que tiene el curriculum necesario para hacer recomendaciones, sobre todo ante tan mala e i irresponsible información que se puede encontrar a la rápida en internet. October 6, 2020 Mamoun
Bennani rated it was amazing Just amazing. Almost everything you need to know about functional training. Not too much theory and you get ready to use practical knowledge. I highly recommend it for both coaches and athletes. Mar 15, 2018 Justin said he really liked coach-oriented than readers. Although there is certainly information
here even for amateurs (me). Not as many photos as I would like on November 30, 2016 Preston Smith estimated that this amazing new functional training for sport is the most functional (purposeable) book I've ever read on strength and air conditioning. Written by one of the most respected coaches/coaches in the world, Mike This book
easily explains why the exercises recommended in the book are of the utmost importance for athletes of all sports and ages. Chapter by chapter, Boyle does the masterful task of breaking the power and conditioning by region and explaining how performance on the pitch, pitch and in an ever new functional training for sport is the most
functional (purpose) book I have ever read about strength and fitness. Written by one of the most respected coaches/coaches in the world, Mike Boyle, this book easily explains why the exercises recommended in the book are of the utmost importance to athletes of all sports and ages. Chapter by chapter, Boyle does the masterful task of
breaking down strength and conditioning across the body region and explaining how performance on the field, pitch and in everyday life can be enhanced by following his advice. Having been in the field of strength and conditioning for more than 30 years, Boyle has worked with athletes from all sports, but most noticeably hockey. This
experience gave Boyle insight that could be applied to training programs by other coaches who were not so privileged. One of the basic takeaways for me was that strength training doesn't have to be sport-specific. Boyle says: There is no one way to become stronger, which makes more sense for one sport than for another, and there is
no single speed development program that makes more sense for one sport than for another. In other words, what is good for geese is good for gander. Literally and figuratively. This does not mean that all athletes will perform the same exercises in the same way. Boyle breaks down all the recommended moves into progressions and
regressions. Thus, allowing athletes to train the same muscle groups, but in a way that is safest and most effective for the individual. Most programs use a cookie-cutter approach to training and it's a bad idea because we all have different starting points and unique skills. Speaking of starting points, Boyle provided helpful charts and
formulas that can be used to measure progress. In fact, it is very detailed in tracking an athlete's success because it measures everything and all the programs he designs to get these high levels of success are included in this book. Videos, pointed illustrations and charts are useful elements of a new functional training for sport, and they
are all mike boyle's idea. However, I would be unhappy if I did not mention that Boyle is also a student of the game. Throughout his book he quotes other notable coaches such as Mark Verstegen, Gray Cook, Dan John and Charles Polloquin, who lets me know that he did his homework. As beneficial as Boyle has become, it doesn't allow
his ego to get in the way of his success. I appreciate his humility. Based on my love of sports, and everything related to strength and conditioning, Mike Boyle's New Functional Training for Sports is a book for me. Although I am not a collegiate or professional athlete, I am an athlete. And, in my opinion, anyone who works or trains is an
athlete. Although most people their 40s-70s don't participate in sports to win championships of some kind, we care about moving well, preventing injuries and and Indicators. The new functional training for sport serves both old and young, professional and amateur athletes. Because of this dichotomy, I'm in love with this book. It doesn't
just speak to my desire to train Professionals and Joes; this is proof that each of us can train in the same way. ... Using a more integrated approach than traditional strength training (which typically works one or two muscles in isolation), functional training prepares athletes for their sport using exercises that train muscles in the same way
they are used in sports- taken together as a whole. New Functional Training For Sports guides athletes through ins-and-out evaluations of their functional strength and custom program design to suit their individual needs. It contains a comprehensive collectio Use of a more integrated approach than traditional strength training (which



typically works one or two muscles in isolation), functional training prepares athletes for their sport using exercises that train muscles in the same way as they are used in sports- taken together as a whole. New Functional Training For Sports guides athletes through ins-and-out evaluations of their functional strength and custom program
design to suit their individual needs. It includes a comprehensive collection of exercises with colorful photos and troubleshooting, all conveniently organized into chapters such as: -foam turning, stretching and dynamic warm-up-lower body training-core training-upper-body training-training Olympic lifting-performance programs The book
also provides readers with access to online videos, including 71 clips demonstrating many of the exercises found in the book. It's a big book (8.4 x 10.9 inches, 256p.) with thicker/quality pages that make it easy to flip, and lots of photos to really help you understand what exercises are supposed to look like. In general, very accurate, but
well broken to make it easier to read and understand. A great book that is loaded with information and tips, and I would say an invaluable resource for anyone who is seriously interested in competitive sports or sports career. Disclaimer: I received a free copy of this book in exchange for a fair review. ... more February 22, 2019 Lee Farmer
rated it amazing · review another awesome edition for older athletes as well. Michael Boyle's book is one of the best books I've ever read. You can say that he eats and breathes training. He is a true humble master, curious and willing to share his wisdom. Its techniques build agility and power in a safe way. Say goodbye to shoulder and
back injuries. I am a 52 yo doctor who loves intensive training and I am confident that with Boyle's guidance coach I will be able to continue on this journey through Years. A great training review specifically for young coachesMike Boyle is a legend in our field. Here openly defines your training process for everyone to see. Mandatory
reading for strength trainers progress of exercises and sound training principles. Jan 15, 2017 Ahmed Alumran said it was amazing There is no other book at the moment as good as this when it comes to functional training, injury prevention and maximizing performance. It is a must have for any strength coach or anyone who trains other
people. Amazing information and very insightful. Richard estimated that it was amazing February 2, 2020 Ryan Patton assessed, that really enjoyed June 18, 2018 Joe Burt rated it amazing April 24, 2017 Csaba Jánossy rated it amazing November 28, 2016 Luis Enrique rated it an amazing dec 05, 2017 Sally Lehman rated it amazing Jun
08, 2018 Fabio Fogato rated it an amazing September 05 , 2019 Nigel estimated that it will loosen on June 25, 2020 2020
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